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The Total Care Conception of Environment in the SSR for the periód of 
the 7th five-year plaň with the perspective till '2000, which was prepared 
under the conduction of the Ministry for Construction and Technology 
of the SSR [present Slovák Commission for the Scientific Technical and 
Investment Development} by URBION — the State Institute for Town and 
Country Planning 1982, is one of the most complex works evaluating the 
state, development trends and respective measures in the development 
of basic scope [human activities) and components of environment in the 
land projection. Its objective is to prepare and to ameliorate the level ot 
environment, this by a gradual líquiidation of the biggest sources of 
pollution by transition to a small waste and wasteless technologies, using 
the wastes as sources of secondary raw materials, protection of the area 
with the first class environment as a hinterland for recreation, health 
treatment, research and a base of genetic funds of fauna and flora, optimi
zation of landseape potential use, by ameliorating the environment for 
Work, dwelling, culture and health recovery and by attaining the values 
established standards of the environmental basťc components throughout 
the entire territory of the SSR.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental care is a globál problém, which is touching the existen- 
tial conditions of the whole humanity and must be solved in cooperation with 
all the countries and nations. It is why the socialist countries put forward 
and are systematically putting forward the solution of environmental problems 
equally at all the decisive International sessions, as well as at those at horne. 
This initiative was made valid to full extent when formulating the final act 
at the European Conference on Safety and Cooperation held in Helsinki 
(1975], which States that: „...protection and improvement of environment, 
as well as rational use of its sources in the interest of present and future 
generations, are tasks of decisive importance for the well-being of nations 
and economic development of all countries; many environmental problems 
mainly in Európe can be effectively solved only in close international coope
ration“. Peace cooperation is presently the most concrete form or fight 
against the war, which carries the most destructive consequences to en
vironment.
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The philosophic substance of environmental care in the socialist countries 
dwells in the optimization of protective and environment transforming mea
sures, which based on disclosed connections between environment and exi
stence, ensure the biologie equilibrium and give a higher quality to sociál 
and humanitarian reflectlon of relationship between society and environment. 
Solely activities with similar beaiTngs can assure, beside the technic, technolo
gie, hygienic, economic, esthetlc and internationally legal aspects, the integri
ty with political, sociál, ideologie, cultural, esthetic, humanitarian and ethic 
aspects of environment. The substance of the ecologic problém dwells before 
all in the sociál factors and in the production relationships, which condition 
these factors in the level of advance of the technical revolution, in the quality 
of protective measures and in their conslstent control.

BASIC PROCESS ASPECTS AND METHODIC APlPR’OACHES

In Slovakia the environmental création and protection is anchored in the 
basic political principles of care of man, purposeful use of recources and 
protection of repeatless náture richnesses. The situation in the environmental 
sphere is followed at the government level, which evaluates regularly jts 
state and trends and imposes the respective measures.

The aim of the present páper is to become acquainted with the Total Envi
ronmental Care Conception prepared, under the conduction of the Ministry 
of Construction and Technology of the Slovák Socialist Republic, by URBION 
— State Institute for Town and Country Planning in Bratislava in 1982.

The documents of interested departments, academie, research and univer
sity institutions were used for its preparation. It was approved by the SSR 
government after its concept has been inter-departmentally diseussed and 
commented by organs, institutions and professionals. In its preparation took 
part also the geographers, mainly the Geographical Institute of the Slovák 
Academy of Sciences, which in the conception stressed the task of the natu
ral landseape potential, which in the development of industrialization and 
urbanism becomes limiting for the equilibrated environmental création.

The methodic contribution of the conception against the previous works 
gave priority to care of dwelling, working, cultural-social and recreational- 
-rehabilitation environment, as decisive components of living standard before 
the basic environmental components — atmosphere, water and soil, as well 
as noise, vlbrations and wastes, which support or impede the conditions for 
the development of human activities and for a sound full-value life of 'the 
population in them and háve for each environmental scope other qualltative 
indicators prescrlbed by standards. At the same time it unifies the method 
of environmental conception with the legalized landuse planning documenta- 
tion, which is the inštrument for creating optimum conditions for work, 
dwelling, culture and recovery.

NATURAL AND TOWN PLANNING POTENTIAL

In preparing the „Total Conception. . .“ the natural and town planning 
conditions were one the basic starting points. The carrier physiognomic land
seape units in Slovakia, with differentiated internal structure and method 
of use, are the macrostructures of mountain ranges, basins and plains. They
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are simultaneuosly the three characteristic regional macrostructures of envi
ronment with particular conditions for man life, demographic-town planning 
features and total economic structure,

From this side the SSR presents a very complicated spatial structure of 
contrasting landseape types, with different conditions for use. 28. 5 % of the 
SSR territory are covered by lowland (planar and hilly country) landseape 
types, 23.3 % by basin and íurrow landseape types, 8 % by plateau and 
highland landseape types and 40.2 % by landseape types of mass mountain 
ranges (2,5,7). It results from this differentiation that for an intense develop
ment of the socioeconomic structure, within the frame of controlled urbaniza- 
tion process, there is at disposal less than a third of the territory with low
land landseape types, of high potential value for economic use less than 
a fourth of the territory with basin and furrow landseape types which, how
ever, are already distinguished by limiting effects.

The development of modem industry and socialization of agriculture caused 
the change of landseape structure in our country. Mainly the years of sixties 
and seventies were distinguished by a strong population concentration along 
the road lineš in lowlands and basins. 3/4 of the population concentrated here, 
there are here 90 % of all towns and 90 % of industrial and Service activities 
of the SSR [1].

In the landseape structure there is generally the zonal arrangement; how
ever, not of large area, but irregular mosaic, whose carrier is above all the 
relief.

In order to build up an effective organization of space, based on the poten
tial properties of our strongly heterogeneously structurized landseape, in con- 
sldering our socioeconomic position within the C.M.E.A. frame and in larger 
frame, it Is necessary to make systematically díagnoses of landseape and 
socioeconomic conditions of the SSR.

The urbanization process and with it the land development, which influences 
marklngly the environmental création, is not isolated in the SSR settlement 
conditions solely to individual urban units, but the further the more are 
manifest the tendencies of cooperations of a group of urban units in the 
unified town planning systém. One of the reasons is the environment overbur- 
dening of towns provoking the dispersion of town functions into a larger 
hinterland. In accordance with the approved landuse planning and land use 
technical documents (9,13) the entire development process is understood 
as a concentration-decentralization process, in which the concentration re 
present the spatial-residential structures as a systém ot gravity spaces and 
the decentralization is represented by a differentiated urbanization within 
each structure.

For perspective period a principle was accepted that from the stand point 
of environment the development process of population repartition, the housing 
fund, the production forces and selected activities of Tertiary and Quaternary 
sphere will be orientated into suitable spaces.

CARE CONCEPTION OF BASIC HUMAN ACXrVITIES

The care conception of the development of basic human activities brings 
out the environment, in which the primary subject is man-dwelling, working, 
cultural-social and recovering.
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The dwelling environment was analysed in two, interconnecting positions — 
in the position of dwelling and in the position of living environment in resi- 
dential formations. The development of the housing fund and its areal reparti
tion shows from the controlled of urbanization stand point positive trends 
what regards the construction of flats and the quantity (72.3 % of the whole 
housing fund in the SSR were built after liberation), even what regards the 
areal standard (the part of one-room dwellings decreased from 46.3 (% to 
15.3 % and three- and multy-room dwellings increased from 11.8 % to 51.9 %]. 
Substantially improved also the qualitative marks of the dwelling area and 
equipment of dwellings [4].

In the conception of forming dwelling systems stress is laid on reviving 
their internal spaces, abandoning monofunctional low-floor pavilion of civil 
equipment and one-sided concentration of business and Services into large 
units, completion of living environment with minuté qualitatively more deman- 
ding equipments, Increase in variability and colourfulness of houses, as (well 
as uniformity and function of interflat verdure.

A more sensitive solution is perspectlvely assumed, to preserve in towns, 
where new housing acquires predominance over the old land coverage, the 
characteristic identity of spaces and that new object of higher outfit linked 
to plans, heights and volumes of the historie land coverage. It is necessary 
to increase the time conformity of objectives, to prevent an unjustifiable 
number of houses under construction and unconformity of the old and new 
land coverage.

Favourable development tendencies of environmental living of villages 
in the urbanization areas are respected in the conception. In future the con
struction of single family houses is considered here, for which there ’are 
not suitable conditions in the core urban units, and the solution of recon
struction method of deteriorating centres of villages to higher forms of land 
coverage, which will prevent the outgrowth of villages into agrlcultural soil.

The working environment was analysed in microposition, which is the state 
and suggested measures in the sphere of work security, mezzo-position under 
which is understood the création of operational spaces and in macroposi- 
tion, to which belong the questions of integration of the industrial produc
tion functional zone (10), as well as concentrated working places of agricul- 
tural production.

In the cultural-social environment it is necessary to develop effectively 
the socialist way of life. Assumed is the increase in gratifying the sociopsy- 
chologic, cultural-social, biologico-economic and composltional-asthetic needs, 
with priority objective the work security and quality of hygiene, orientation, 
informations, publicity, intimity, hierarchie organization, land and sociál pre
ference, comfort and esthetlcs of town-forming elements with connection to 
exlsting partner environment, materials and surrounding landseape elements.

The care state and conceptional objectives of the recreational-rehabilita- 
tion environment are solved in the position of assuring recreation in the 
landseape and in the frame of residential formations. The claims to recovery 
in the vicinity of dwelling and in the residence grow in accordance with the 
development of the socialist way of life. In the perspective period it is neces
sary to assure the claims of inhabitants mainly in the unorganized physical
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culture, gardening and in other free time activities. The shortcomings in this 
sense were one of the main causes of explosion in building outfits for the 
week-end individual recreation. From the standpoint of náture protection 
and decrease of soil occupation for individual and family recreation it is 
suggested to use in a greater extent the house fund in typified recreational 
villages.

In the SSR recreation landseape there were evaluated by elimination method 
1 345 recreational areas covering 186 675 ha, which permit a total attendance 
to about 1.8 mil. visitors in average per day during the summer season. In 
a suitable exploitation of recreational areas the overburdening will not exceed 
in average the tolerable measure of 10 visitors per ha, which is a favourable 
Indicator of recreational landseape use. Till the year 2000 the total claims 
to short-term recreation will attain roughly 1.2 mil. visitors per day [9].

From the balance of conditions and possibilities of the recreational potential 
it results that the SSR territory till 2000 will be the resourcefull territory 
and that the major part of recreation areas, situated in a favourable land
seape environment, It will be possible to consider as reserve resources and 
zones of silence.

COMPONENTS OF ENVIRONMENT

The conception of atmosphere protection for the period of the 7th five-year 
plaň and perspectively to year 2000 starts from the positive development 
of the last years and from the pace of the outfit building for the catchment 
of emissions. The extent of area touched by concentration above the standard 
is decreaslng. However, the effort to decrease the gaseous emissions has not 
met so far with success, mainly sulfur dioxide. An icrease (by 61 %) in 
emissions from car transport was recorded. On the opposite the effort J:o 
decrease hydrogen, chlorine squirting and other nonspecified gases has been 
successful.

The conceptional objectives in the SSR polluted areas are gradually reali- 
zed in accordance with the technlc and economic possibilities, changes in 
the technology and with the building up of ecologic outfits. Decrease is 
assumed mainly in the most affected areas.

The conception of water use in the care of environment starts from the 
reality that the SSR territory is entirely dependent on 36.4 mld.m^ of precipi- 
tation from which about one third is at disposal. Several water resources are 
threatened mainly by surface pollution. It is why the conception is aimed at 
the preventive protection of water resources, which is particularly pressing 
in deficient areas. For the water supply of inhabitants it is suggested to con- 
nect on group water mains preferably those villages or their parts, where 
the water is harmful, respectively to build up small common water resources 
where there are suitable conditions for it [11].

Water use for dynamic economy development, for recreation and sport 
as an actlve component of environment is hlndered by a low quality of waters 
in water courses. It is why it is recommended to pay attention to finish 
sewage treatment plants under construction, to effective operation of those 
already built up and to starting the building up of new ones. Then stress
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was laid on increased circulation of water in industry and on the protection 
of those sections of water courses which are the sources of ground water 
contamination.

The agrlcultural and forest fund represents more than 90 % of the SSR 
area; there is per inhabitant 0.49 ha of agrlcultural soil and 0.38 ha of forest 
soil. The conception assumes to spare and ímprove strictly the agrlcultural 
soil as a basic value for the sustenance of population. In accordance with 
the planned development of agriculture and with the state of soil production 
capacity it is necessary to intensity the fertilization of unproductive and 
devastated soils and the recultivation.

The acreage of forest soil covers 40.1 % of the SSR area. There was an 
increase of quality of the forest fund, of reserves in age classes and species 
composition of forests. Perspectively a more marking areal growth of forest 
soil is not counted upon, but rather upon the qualitative reconstruction, 
increase in the representatlon of protective forests and forests of particular 
purpose.

The accompanying phenomenon of the ever Increasing human activities is 
the growth of noise and vibrations. This fact has a negative bearing on 
man’s mind, his nervous and vegetative systém. There is an increase mainly 
of noise from the transport by increasing the degree of motorization, from 
the production and mining activities by introducing machines of higher per
formance, noise in the communal sphere by increasing the outfit (pumps, 
boiler houses, laundries, compressor rooms), but also of noise in the dwelling 
environment (higher concentration of people, their movement, elevátor engine 
rooms and lower sound isolation values of used building materials).

The most marking growth is produced by noise from the transport as a re
sult of rapid increase in motorization. The improvement of these conditions 
requires relatively high investment expenses, inclusive the occupation of 
agricultural soil, which could help to attain the segregation of transport, 
deviation oí transit transport from residential zones and transport manage
ment by signalization and automation.

In railway transport the noise level of locomotives decreases gradually by 
electrification of railway Unes and by a planning replacement of old Diesel- 
-locomotives by less noisy ones. Even further modernization of railway trans
port (automatlc blocks, signalization, humps of formation years), has also 
contributed posltively to decrease the noise level. It can be stated that deve
lopment ot railway transport on stable railway lineš does not raise particu- 
lar problems in our country what regards the level of noise.

Wastes and by-products as a result of man’s activity in the natural and 
urbanized area become very important to limiting factors of further develop
ment of human society by its own physical existence, as well as by their con
sequences to environment of man. Their rational use together with the ques
tion of introducing little and wasteless technologies is one of the primary 
criteria of rentability of the Czechoslovak economy and ecologic landseape 
situation. Particular measures were suggested in the sphere of use, utilization, 
production decrease and removal of solid communal wastes, byproducts from 
industry and mining, tailings from sewage treatment plants and used crude 
oils.
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The preparation of land—use projection of environmental level belongs among 
the most important synthetic tasks of the Total Care Conception of Environ
ment. Precise limits were made in it of the most affected areas of the SSR; 
comprised in them were only homogeneous areas from the stand point of 
bearings of negative character of environmental components and intensity 
of their cumulative action. Distinguished are therefore two categories of these 
areas: (a) the most affected areas whose acreage covers 1.2 % of ,fhe SSR 
territory and (b) the most affected localities, or sections of water courses, 
which are affected by pollution in generál only by one component.

The selection of these areas and sectors of water courses was made on the 
synthesis of devaluation of individual environmental components and inten
sity of their communicative action. The most affected areas and localities 
must háve as the first ones preparation of more detailed analyses and concep- 
tions of environmental création and protection up to the level of concrete 
measures to solve the most important specific problems. It is assumed that 
the evaluation of the basic human activities and environmental components 
in the most affected areas of the SSR in further stage of the work will be 
prepared in detail at least on scale 1 ; 50 000 so as to comprise all specific 
problems on the one hand and that the solution will respect the total con
ception of environmental care in the SSR on the other hand.

It is necessary that the responsible departments, based on this conception, 
determined the priorities in the solution of key problems of gravity ecologic 
buildings in the most affected areas and localities of the SSR. In the concep
tion it counted upon the association of ecologic investments, with a conse- 
quent control of construction regimes and with preference to all-social needs. 
in order to put in operation the ecologic outfits simultaneously with the reali
zation of constructions as a whole.

In accordance with care of soil, apart from the problems of its protection, 
valued and land—use projected are also the very persistent problems of soil 
devastation in connection with soil erosion, landslides and soil devaluation 
by infiltration of detrimental substances.

The prevention of foreign substances transition to the food Chain up ,to 
man, stresses the need to evaluate in detail the agroeccjpotentíal of affected 
areas, with the aim to determine a suitable systém of an optimum landseape 
use.

The sector of water management considers and projects the econoinically 
extraordinary important function of Slovakia as a significant resourcefull 
area, this in the predominant part of the territory and particularly in the re- 
source areas of drinkable water — before all in the protected water mana
gement area of the Žitný Ostrov. In the connection measures were suggested 
also for the legislativě protection oí other significant source areas, as well as 
ground and surface sources of drinkable water.

Apart from areas and localities raostly affected by negative influences, and 
also other contaminated areas a new environmental category is suggested in 
the conception, i. e. first—quality areas with regard to a high biologie potential, 
landseape value and of the least pollution. which háve the function of „living 
lungs“ of the SSR territory. These areas are not, or solely in a negligible

LAND USE PROJECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEL
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extent, are not affected by consequences of man’s activities. From the environ
mental standpoint, mainly natural environment, they are precious areas, 
requiring a strict protection against any devastation.

.Among these areas are mainly the Považský Inovec, Strážovské Vrchy, 
Mount, Malá Fatra, Low Tatra, High Tatra, Chočské Vrchy Mountains, Slovák 
Karst, Volovské Vrchy Mountains, Spiš-Gemer Karst, Veporské Vrchy Mountains, 
Veľká Fatra and Starohorské Vrchy Mountains. In the lowland areas of Slova
kia it is the Southern part of the Danubian Plain, in the Záhorie land the 
Chvojnická Pahorkatina hilly country, then the Hron flood-plain, the lower 
part of the Rimava basin and the middle part of the East Slovakian Low
land.

INSTRUMENTS FOR ASSURING ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

The management of environmental care is assured at the federal, national, 
regional, district and local levels in accordance with the legal adjustments. 
Assured also is the total land-use coordination of the environment. The protec- 
tion of individual components is carried out by the respective management 
departments and their inspection bodies. To the efficient environmental care 
management Instruments belongs the systém of national economy, regional 
and land-use planning, which considers the state and deveiopment of the 
environment and influences it systematically.

The protection of the basic environmental components is assured by legal 
standards. A total of more than 350 laws, regulations and public notices háve 
been issued. This number, however, reduces their efficiency. In the perspective 
period, therefore, it is necessary to prepare a comprehensive uniformly conceiv- 
ed systém of legal standards, which will consider present and perspective 
needs of a complex environmental care.

A great attention is paid to the questions of State protection of náture. 
To September 1, 1981 in the SSR legal protection covered together 447 natural 
objects of a total acreage of 728 thousand ha, which represents 14.8 % of the 
SSR territory. In the conception it is suggested to give preference to Creative 
approaches to a more active protection of náture and to improve the economic 
activities in extensive landseape areas with regard to their specialized pro- 
tection [8|.

In solving the environmental problems scientifically and by research an 
approach at the level of preventive prognostic needs and remedy and recon
struction of environment already affected.

Perspectively it is assumed to realize a narrower and more coordinated 
research, which permits the necessary variant solution of an optimum environ
mental model in the SSR. To this goal will serve also the „Eeoprogram 1981 
— 1985“, which will comprise, apart from other things, the research results 
of ecologic informations, skeleton of ecologic stability and ecologic systém 
of management [6].

The educatlon in the care of environment is assured as part of the develop
ment of the Czechoslovak Educational Instruction System. For the future it 
is suggested to deepen the quality ot action in all spheres of sociál events. 
From the Information systém standpoint it is counted upon the preference 
of interdisciplinary and land-use orientation of informations on a uniform 
rational basic, without the outgrowth of administration.
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Tlie Total Conception follows the objective to gratify man’s requirements 
in the dwelling, working, cultural-social and recreational environment and in 
all the environmental components. It showed that even in period of develop
ment of industry it is possible by an intense care and use of all reserves to 
assure a gradual environment improvement in the SSR. It is an open systém, 
frame, with a running deepening of the knowledge acting in the area and 
considering new factors particularly in the period of years 1981 — 1985 (i.e. 
of the seventh five-year pian of development of the national economy) and 
a long-term perspective till 2000 [3, 12].

It is counted upon that the tasks of the Total Conception will be evaluated 
regulary each year. Evaluated will be the changes that took plače due to the 
ending of ecologic buildings and outfits, due to changes in technology, inno- 
vation and modernization of production processes, reduction of waste produc
tion of production processes, by organizational measures and active partici- 
pation of all citizens in the environmental improvement on the basis of parti
cularly and uniformly prepared methods.

More concrete care projections of environment are being prepared conse- 
quently in the regional conceptions, materially more detailed and timely 
more precise in the district ones.

Care of environment is a permanent activity, which in all time and space 
must be in accordance with the life events. In the further process, precision 
and deepening of the Total Conception of environmental care in the SSR 
we assume its natural coordination with the total prognostic considerations 
of the socio-economic development even at the level of regions, districts and 
communitles. As each output of this character will be further on concretized in 
accordance with the all-national needs [5, 12].

CONCLUSION
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Jura] Silván

TEORETICKO-METODObOGICKÉ PRINCÍPY SÚHRNNEJ KONCEPCIE 
STAROS'TLIVOSTI O ŽIVOTNÉ PROSTREDIE NA SLOVENSKU

Súhrnná koncepcia starostlivosti o životné prostredie v SSR na obdobie 7. 5RP 
s výhľadom do r. 2000, ktorú vypracoval pod gestorstvom Ministerstva výstavby 
a techniky SSR URBION — Štátny inštitút urbanizmu a územného plánovania r. 1982. 
]e jednou z najkomplexnejších prác hodnotiacich stav, vývojové trendy a príslušné 
opatrenia vo sfére rozvoja základných okruhov (ľudských aktivít] a zložiek život
ného prostredia v územnom priemete.

Pre roky 1981—1985 sa pozornosť zameriava najmä na udržanie a ďalšie skvalitňo
vanie životného prostredia, čo treba dosiahnuť:
— postupnou likvidáciou najväčších zdrojov znečisťovania ovzdušia, vodných tokov 

a pôdy, postupným prechodom k málo a bezodpadot^ým technológiám a väčším 
využívaním odpadov ako zdrojov druhotných surovín,

— dôslednou ochranou územia s veľmi kvalitným prostredím ako zázemím pre rekre
áciu, liečenie, výskum a základňu genetických fondov fauny a flóry,

— kontrolou ostatných území, v ktorých sa nevyhnutný únik škodlivín z rozvoja 
hospodárstva povolí iba do stupňa prípustných hygienických noriem.

Do r. 2000 sa má optimalizovat využitie potenciálu krajiny, zJleipšif prostredie pre 
prácu, bývanie, kultúru a zotavenie, dosiahnuť normami určené hodnoty zäkladiných 
zložiek životného prostredia na celom území SSR.

K vypracovaniu koncepcie účinne prispeli aj geografi, a to predovšetkým zvýrazne 
ním úlohy krajinného potenciálu, ktorý sa rozvojom industrialŕzácie a urbanizácie 
stáva limitujúcim pre vyváženú tvorbu prostredia.

lOpaŕi C H Ji B a H

TEOPETHKO-METOúOJIOrHqECKHE nPHHaHnbI OBLUtEň KOHUEIIUHH 3AEOTKI 
O OKPYKAIOIIiyiO CPE,íiy B CJIOBAKHH

OÔmaa KOHueniuHs aaSoTw o OKpy)Kaiomyio cpeay b CCP na nepHoa ceÄBMoň naTH.iieTKK 
c nepcneKTHBoň ao 2000 r., paspaúoTaHHaa npn KOopaHuanHB MHHHCxepĽTBa cxpoHiejihCTua 
H xexHHKH CCP yPEHOII-OM — EocyaapcTBeHHbiM HHCTMxyxoM yp6a)iH3aHHH M reppHioima.tiB- 
Horo njiaHHpoBaKHH B 1982 r., sEjiaexca oähhm h3 caMHx komiuickchmx iipoH3BeaeHnň, oueHtrt- 
Baiomux cocTOHHHe, xpenabi pasEHma h ccxjxBexcxByiouuie MeponpMHrM« b c'i})epe paBBMXHa 
ocHOBHbix bhäob BeHxejibHOCXH (aKXHBHOCTH vejiOBevecKoro ofimevxBa) ii iJ)aK7<ipoE OKpy>Kaiome» 
cpeÄbi Kacaxe.nbHO xeppHxopMH.

Hjia 1981—1985 rr. BHHManHe cocpeaoxoaeHo, rjiaBHbiM oúpaaoM, Ha coaep*aHne u aajih- 
Heňmee yjiyuuieHHe OKpyjKaioiiíBH cpeati, uxo HeoôxoaHMO B.ocxMrHyx-b nyxen:

— nocxeneHHoii jihkbhíi^uhíi KpynHeiimHx hctohhhkob .aarpHSHeHHsi BosÄyxa, bobotokob 
H nouBbi, nocpcÄCTBOM nocxeneHHoro nepexoaa k BneapeHHio xexHojiorHň c hhhtohíhhmh hbii 
HyBesbiMH OTXoaaMH h nocpeacxBOM HCnojibsoBaHHa oxxoflOB KaK pecypcoB BXopHUHoro Cbipbs

— nocjieaoBaxeBbHOH oxpaHbi xeppHxopHii c oueHb KaMecxBeHHoii cpeaoň, paccMaxpHBae.Moii 
KaK peHxpbi oxabixa, jieueHHH, HccjieftOBaHna a kbk ôaabi reHexHuecKHx (jjoiiaoB iJayHbt m ^Jiopw,

— KOHXpOJIH OCXajIbHblX XeppHTOpHH, Ä-XH KOXOpblX Bllfl H KOJIHVeCTBO BpCBjiblX BblSpOCOJi, 
nojiyuaeMbix b peayjibTaxe paaBHXMa bkohomhkh, paapemaeTca xojibko ^o cxeneuH, koto)>) M: 
AOcnycKaiox rHXHeHHuecKHe HopMbi.

Ho 2000 r. nojKKHa ôbitb npoHSBeBena oiixHMHaauHa Hcnoab:íOBaHHH noxeHUiiajia jianauiaifixa, 
Boa)KHa yayaiuHTbca cpeaa aJia paSoTLi, a<HabH, Kyabxypbi H perenepauHH paôoaeä cHabr,
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aOJDKHbl ÔbITb ;iOCTHrHyTbI TaKHe yCJIOBHH, npH KOTOpblX 6yÄyT BBinOJIHeHBI yCTaHOBJíeHHbie 
3Ha4eHna ochobhbix (^aKiopoB 0Kpy>Kaí0iiíeH cpeífbi Ha Bceň leppHTOpHH CCP.

ripH paspaSoTKe KOHixenuHH jieňcTBeHHbiž BKjia^ ehccjih TaKX<e reorpa^bi, npe>KÄe Bcero 
xeM, HTO noBbiCHjiacb nojib .jiaH;ima(|)THoro noieHiíHajia, KOTopbiH BCJieucTBHe pasBHTHH 
iiH;iycTpHajiH3aiíHH h ypôaHHsauHM cxaHOBHTca jiHMHXHpyiomHM ÄJia (|>opMHpoBaHHa ypaBHO- 
BemeHHOH cpe^bi.

. riepeBOÄ: JI. npaBjíOBa
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